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We examine inheritance ill B~alically-lypedobjecl.-orienled languages. In some object-oriented lan-
guages it is possible to inherit selected methow from superdasse8. We call this selective inheritance. The
obvious approach to selective inheritance in previous record-biLSed models of classes requires unnecessary
ty pc reslricliollS. In this paper we propose 11. slightly different model whicll is more lenient in this regard.
Furtllermore, our approach allows more classes to be typed in cases where methods are ovelIidden. We
discuss modding objecl.-oriented languages and the implications of our proposed model.
Categories iLIld Subject Descriptors: D.3.3 {Programming Languages]: La.nguage Constructs-data
types and structures: F.3.3 [Logics and Meanings of Programs}: Studies of Program Constructs-
type structure
General Terms: Lauguages.
AdditionaJ I{eywords and Phrases: Objecl.-orienled languages, inheritance, records
1 Introduction
This paper is about inheritance in object-oriented languages. It Is no small matter to explain what this
means. We make no attempt to say what is, or what is not, an "object~oriented" language. For an inter-
esting discussion of this issue see the paper by Wegner [17]. Instead we adopt a formal framework used by
others which captures aspects of object--oriellted languages and inheritance. Differences are possible in how
inheritance is understood in II. formal framework. Obviously, the formalism may, or may not capture what
someone thinks "inheritance" should mean. It may, or may not, have the computational semantics that
''inheritance'' should have. It may, or may not, have the right combination of compile-time properties. This
last topic is the concern of this paper.
To examine the compile-time properties of inheritance we must first have a rigorous definition of the
language. One manner of obtaining such II. definition is by translating the desired object-oriented constructs
to the well·studied language of lambda expressions. We refer to such a translation as a model. In section 2
we suggest some desirable object-oriented constructs, and give II. provisional syntax. III section 3 we look at
existing models for object-oriented languages. In section 4 we propose a slightly different model and discuss
its advantages.
The record-based model of object-oriented languages introduced by Cardelli [2] provides a framework for
strongly typed object-oriented languages. This model has played a role in languages like Moclula-3 [4] and is
not unlike the approach taken in C++ [8]. We are interested in statically. typed languages for all the usual
reasons: natural organiza.tion of data, the early detection of errors, and the efficient execution of programs.
Good discussions about the value of types in programming languages can be found in several places [1, 3].
A major advantage of a strongly typed object-oriented language is the elimination of the ''message not
understood" error.
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In this paper we present a new model of object-oriented languages that imposes fewer type restrictions
on subclasses than previous models [G, 11]. The natural typing rules can be used to type more expressions
in the new model than in the previous models. The main feature of the new model is that the methods of a
superclass that are not inherited by the subclass or are overridden by the subclass do not effect the type of
the subclass. This result is relatively independent of the type system used.
2 Modeling Object-Oriented Languages
Among the distinguishing features of object-oriented languages is that data is organized into a hierarchy or
c/as8CS. Classes are templates for creating objects, the concrete instances of a class, and thus they define
the general structure of data in the program. Classes may have a suite of melhod8 associated with them.
In the parlance of object-oriented languages, objects communicate with each other through me8sages, which
are requests that one of an object's methods be executed. This is normally the only way objects may
communicate with one another, thus there is a similarity between classes and abstract data types.
In this section, the syntax for various object-oriented constructs of some hypothetical language is given,
and these constructs arc explained informally. In section 3 we make the semantics of these const.ruds precise
by giving a translation of them to typed lambda-expressions.
2.1 Object-Oriented Languages
For a class we introduce the clan construct and use the following syntax:
class (VI, ... J V,,) methods InI=Cl •...• mk=C,I; end
A class with this definition has instance variables VI, .•• ,Vn , where 11 may be O. These variables may appear
in the method definitions Cl, ... ,Cl;. (In this paper k > 0, but this pla.ys no role.) The names of these
methods are ml, . ", mk, respectively.
Since classes arc templates for creating objects, some mechanism for creating objects from a class must
exist. The syntax:
will denote this mechanism, where G denotes some class and CI, ... ,Cn are expressions denoting values for
the instance variables of the class G. In this paper, we are not concerned with mutable instance variables
or the issue of state, so the values of instance variables are constant.. Different instances of a class may have
different values for the instance variables by invoking the new operation on the class with different instBDce
values.
Methods of an object 0 are accessed by O.m where m denotes one ofO's methods. Static typing ensures
that correctly typed expressions of the language access methods that are in the protocol of the objects. In
object-oriented languages, methods may refer to the object itself through the special identifier Belf. Thus
the identifier self may appear in any of the method definitions el, ... ,ek. By using self, a method may
invoke other methods belonging to the same object.
Another feature of most object-oriented languages is inheritance. For our purposes, inheritance is the
ability of a subclass to obtain some of the properties of its superclasses. This is what Wegner [17, page 509]
calls class inheritance. For example, let G be the class
class (v) inherits aJ.l from S (Cl, ... , C2) methods m=e2 end
where S is also a class (the superclass of G). The instance variable of S is set to el, and all of the methods
of S are inherited by G. In class G, the method m is defined by the expression e2. Any occurrence of self
in an inherited method refers to the instance of C, not to any instance of S.
The inherits all construct passes all the methods to the subclass. We add in our object-oriented
language a related construct to allow the subclass to inherit just certain named methods. The syntax of
selective inheritance by a class is as follows:
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class (v) inherits Inl. m2 from S (el) methods m=e2 end
Selective inheritance allows a class to inherit some, bu~ no~ necessarily all, me~hods of a snperclass. Thus,
we have t..wo differen~ mechanisms for inheri~ance: one ~o inherit all of the methods of the superclass, and
one to inherit only the methods of the superclass that are specified.
More than one inherits clause is permitted. A class can have, therefore, multiple superclassea. This is
called multiple inheritance. In the case of multiple inheritance especially, it seems reasonable to allow the
selective inherit..ance of methods. This way if more than one superclass provides a method, the subclass can
explicitly name which superclass is to provide the method. Although not an issue here, multiple inheritance
does cause problems with type recollstruction [14, 16, 18].










COllstruCt to encapsulate set of methods
instance of class
construct for creating an object from a class
pseudo variable referring to the object itself
request that method be invoked
obl..aining methods from another class
inherit..ing named methods
a class from which a class inherits methods
more than one superclass
2.2 Augmented lambda expressions
Our goal is to translate the object·oriented constructs introduced in the last section into typed lambda
expressions augmenl..ed with some constructs for records. In this section we make precise the language to
which the object-oriented constructs will be translated.



















In addition to the usual constructs of the lambda calculus we have records, finite associations of values to
labels. We write records using angle brackets, e.g., <a = 4,6 = true>. The expression, ellle2, is record
concatenation, by which we 'mean the fields of record e2 are added to those of record el' For example,
<a = 4, b = v> II<c = 9> is the record <a = 4,6 = v,c = 9>. III the case of a name conflict among labels, the
field of the second record takes precedence. So, <a = 4,6 = v> II<a = true> is the record <a = true,b = v>.
Record concatenation is a different construct from record extension [5] which requires that no field of the
second record appear in the first.
The last record construct in the table is not used in other models of object-oriented languages. It is
added explicitly for the model presented in this paper. We refer to it as the "apply to" operation. It
takes two arguments, an arbitrary expression and a record that has the property that every field in the
record is a function. The result of this operation is the record obtained by applying every field to the
expression. For example, the expression <a = Av.v,b = AV.AX.X,C = Ay.<m = y» @ 3 has the value
<a = 3,b = AX.X,C = <m = 3». The "apply to" operator is only used in modeling the ne'll construct.
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2.3 Types
While the focus of this paper is on the intera.ction of the demands of static typing and the modeling of
inheritance, we do not give a particular type system for the typed lambda expressions given in the previous
sedioll. Type systems and type reconstruction algorithms for the typed lambda calculus augmented with
record constructs have been studied [9, 12, 13, 14, 18]. These relatively complex type systems detract from
the purpose here of discussing models of inheritance. All we need assume here are:
1. some reasonable collection of types including types for integers, boolean values, etc, records, and
function types;
2. the usual type rules for function application, the fixpoint operator, and 80 on.
A rule for record concatenation is somewhat problematic, but we need not get specific.
In t..yped models of object..·oriented languages the subtype relation is important. The type 71 is a subtype
of the type 72, denoted 71 ~ 72, if an expression having type 71 can be used anywhere that an expression
having type 72 can be used, i.e., there is no danger of a run-time type error. For this reason it can be said
that an expression having type 71 also has type 72' A reasonable type system permits expressions of type
(1' to have type 7 if (1' '$ 7. The value of this focm of subtype polymorphism is most evident in the case of
records. The record type r1 is a subtype of the record type T2 if every field in "2 is also in ri. In addition,
for every label In in T2, the relation '·l.m '$ T2.m holds.
3 The usual model
In a seminal work by Cardelli [2] ordinary, Pascal~like records were used to account for the basic features of
objects. The methods of an object were modeled as record fields, generally with functional types. In this
model a class is modeled as a function from instance variables to records.
3.1 Records
The class const..ruct:
can be modeled as follows:
""VI . ... . ""vn. <lnl = et,··· ,mk = ek>
which is a fundion that takes n parameters and returns a record. The result of a function call to C is an
object, thus, the new construct can be modeled as a function call to C.
3.2 Modeling self
More refined models (6, 11J have been put forth which capture the purpose of the pseudo variable self. The
methods of an object can refer to other methods, or to the object itself, via self. For example, the methods of
some hypothetical class ml = 3, and m2 = self.ml +1 are computationally equal to m} = 3, and m2 = 3+1.
The key is to model a class as a function from self to a record and an object as a fixpoint of this function.
For example, the class C
class (Vt • ... , vn ) methods n11=el •... , mk=ek end
is modeled as
""VI' .... ""vn. ""self. <m} =el, ... ,mk =ek>
The creation of an object from a class is not a simple function application which binds the values of all the
instance variables. Creating an object requires taking the fixpoint of a class. For example, C(el' ... ,en) is
a function rrom self to a record and the fixpoint of that function, ~C(e1, ... ,e,,), is an object. In this way
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self is made to refer to the object as a whole. For the sake of simplicity, we generally will not bother with
instance variables in class and object declarations.
In addition to self, inheritance is also accounted for in the standard model of objecL-oriented languages
and is modeled as: C::;:: J.self.S(self) II <m ::;:: e> if S is a class with no instance variables. It should be noted
that S is a function from self to a record (object) and that since the self of C was passed as a parameter to
S any reference to self in class S during the definition of C refers to the self of C, not S.
Selective inheritance can be added. The construct:
class (v) inherits i tram S (CI. e2) methods j=C3. k=e1 end
can be modeled as >.v.>.self.<i::;:: S(el,e2)(self).i>ll<j::;:: e3,k::;:: e1>' Since S(el,e2)(seif) is an object (a
record), the specified fields can be inherited using record selection.
3.3 Subclasses and subtypes
While an object-oriented language can be defined by the standard model, the type system for the language
need not be defined by viewing the various constructs as macros and using the typing rules of the typed
lambda calculus. In such cases it is convenient to demand a subclass be a subtype of its superclasses. One
reason for making such a restriction is the existence of the S(sclf) subexpression in the model of inheritance,
where the actual parameter self refers to the self of the subclass. If subclasses must be subtypes of their
superclasses, then the expression S(self) will always be type correct. To Se{! this, assume that C is a subclass
of S. If class C is also a subtype of S, then it is ensured that the expression S(self), where self refers to
C, is type correct, since the basic idea of a subtype is that it can be used anywhere one of its supertypes is
used.
While an enforced subtype relation between class and superclass is sufficient to ensure type safety, it is
not necessary. To sec this, consider the classes Sand C given by
class () m=4. n=6 end
class 0 inherits all from S methods m=true end
which are modeled as: S=>'self.<m = 4,n = 5> aud C=J.seif.S(self)ll<m =t,'ue>, respectively. There are
no demands placed on self in class S. What self is bound to is irrelevant in the typing of class S. This
means that S(self) is type correct regardless of whether C is a subtype of S.
While a subtype relation between subclass and class is not necessary for type safety, such a relationship
has the advantage that it is easy to cbeck. If the subtype relationsbip exists, then the S(self) expression
is type correct. The drawback to demanding a subtype rel(l.tion between class and subclass is that it is
unnecessarily restrictive, as seen in the previous example as well as in {7].
If the objecL-oriellted constructs are viewed as macros for typed lambda expressions aud typing rules for
the constructs are obtained using the typing rules of the typed lambda calculus, then type systems and type
checking (or type reconstruction) algorithms for object-oriented languages can be directly obtained from the
model, as seen in (14, 15]. Type systems obtained in this fashion place no type restrictiolls other thall those
imposed by the typed lambda calculus aud the model itself.
3.4 Abstract classes
An abstract class is a class that defers some method definitions to its subclasses. This is useful in abstrading
out the methods that several classes may have in common [10]. Instances of abstract classes may never be,
and in some cases, cannot be iustalltiated.
The demand that a class be insto.ntiable is more stringent than the demand that a class be type-correct.
For a class to be type-correct, it must be possible to derive a type for it (any type will suffice). Note that the
type of a. class will be a function type. For a class to be installtiable it must he possible to derive a type with
the same domain and range. The instal1tiability of a class is an issue only when an object is instantiated by
the neil operation, not when the class is defined.
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4 An alternative model
In ~his sedion we presell~ a new model of object-oriented languages. This model has certain advantages over
the usual model when static typing is desired.
The essential idea is that instead of modeling a class as a fundion from self to a record, we make each
method a function of self individually. A few examples will make the translation clear and we do not bother









class (Vi. "'J Un) methods ml=Cl, .. " mk=Ck end
AVi_ .... AVn. <mt = Asel]. Cl,' .• ,rnA: = >.self· el;>
class (v) inherits all trom S (e) methods m=e' end
.>.v.S(e)ll<m= >.sefj.e'>
class (v) inherits m from S (e) methods n=e' end
'\v.<m = S(c).m>ll<n = >.5clf.e'>
neil (C. e)
"().v.C(,)@v)
The generalization of the translation to multiple inherits clauses is left to the imagination.
Some explanation is required for nev and the "apply to" operator. The application C(e) first binds all
the instance variables. At this point each method is a fundion from self to whatever. By applying all these
functions to the same variable, we are requiring that all the individual self's have the same type. The result
is one function from self to a record. Now the fixpoint operator is applied. This requires that the type of
self match the type of the record.
The new model provides greater flexibility in the typing of abstract classes and inheritance where methods
have been overridden or selectively inherited. This Rexibility will be illustrated in the following sections. In
the context we take up first, uninstantiable abstract classes, we see the sharpest contrast. The other contexts
are more useful in practice, these are examined afterward.
4.1 Abstract classes
The following class, C,
class () methods i=selt.k or true, j=selt,k+1 end
is an example of an abstract class. Since any type for G must have a domain that is a record type with a k
field( (due to the term selt.k in method i) and the range cannot have a k field as there is not one defined,
G does not have a fixpoint. Thus, G cannot be instantiated. It is the responsibility of the subclasses of G
to define a k field. While G cannot be instantiated using either the usual model or the model proposed in
this paper, the new model permits G to be used as an abstract class.
IC G is translated to
Asel[ .<i = self.k 01' tl'ue, j = self.k + 1>
as per the standard model, then it cannot be typed. There is no type which can be given to self that permits
both the i field and j field to be typed due to their conflicting demands on the type of the k field of self.
However, if C is translated to
<i =Aself .sel/.k ai' tl'ue, j =Aself .self.k + 1>
as in the new model, then it can be typed (but not instantiated). The reason it can be typed is that the i
field and j field each have their own version of self. The i field demands that self have a boolean k field.
It is easy to prove that if a class has no superclasses, then it is either installtiable under both models or
neither model. The new model is strictly more lenient with regard to the typing of classes, but a class that
can only be typed using the new model can only be used lIB an abstract class, it cannot be instantiated.
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4.2 Selective inheritance
The key feature with regards to the typing of selective inheritance in the new model is that the self of the
subclass is not an argument to the superclass. This eliminates the possibility that methods not inherited by
a subclass affect the type of that subclass. To see how the passing of the self of the subclass as an argument
to the superclass affects the type of the subclass, consider the situation where a class C inherits a method
from the class S. In the usual model, S(sefj) is a subexpression of the translation of class C. Thus, S(self)
must be typable for class C to be typable. This means that the self of C must meet all type demands
imposed by its 5uperclass S. If method m in S demands that method k have type integer, then the type of
the self of C must have a k field of type integer, regardless of whether C has inherited methods mor k from
s.
To illustrate this situation further, consider the superclass S given by
class () methods i=3, j=self.i, k=selt.i+l end
and two subclasses C and D given by
class 0 inherits j tram S methods i=true end
class () inherits j,k trom S methods i=true end
respectively. The translation of class S under the standard model is
>.self. <i =3,j = self .i, k = self.i + 1>
and is typable and instantiable in any sort oC reasonable type system. The pseudo variable self is a record
with an i method oC type integer. When the class C is modeled as
>.seif.<j = S(seif).j>ll<i = true>
its type is problematic. It is reasonable to derive the type
<i: illt> -+ <i: bool, j: boo/>
for C, Le., the function type from records to records in which the domain contains an i field of integer type
and the range contains an i field of boolean type. But the typed fixpoint operator is not applicable to this
type (or to any supertype). So the class cannot be instantiated.
The class D suffers the same type probleJrui as C in that it is typable, but not instantiable. But D, by
inheriting both of the methods j, k, should not be instantiable since the i field and k field place conflicting
demands on the type of self. On the otller hand, it is reasonable that the class C should escape this
problem. Class C can be viewed as computationally equal to
class () methods j=self.i, i=true end
and this class ought to be instanUable. If we model class S in the manner we have proposed
<i = >.self. 3, j = >.self. self.i, k =>.self. self.i + 1>
and class C as
<j = S.j>ll<i = >.self.true>
Lhell C is instantiable. The key is that Lhe uninherited method k does not affect the type of class C and
thereCore Lhe conflicting type demande placed 011 the i field under the standard model do not occur.
The main difference between the two models is that the new model delays the point at which the types
of self for the individual methods are made to agree until the class is instantiated. Instantiation (the neli
operaLion) under the new model is conceptually the same as in the standard modelj essentially demanding
that a fixpoint exist. The ne'li operation under the model proposed in this paper first demands the types of
self for the individual methods of the class agree, then demands there exist a fixpoint.
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4.3 Overriding methods
The ability to define classes that can be instantiated only under the new model is not restricted to classes
that use selective inheritance. The same principles apply when inherited methods are overridden (redefined)
by the subclass. Consider the following classes:
S=class () methods i=3, j=self.i, k=self.i+1 end
C=class () inherits all from S methods i=true, k=true end
Cis typable under the standard model, but cannot be instantiated. The k field of S demands that any type
of C have a domain where the i field has type integer, and from the defmition of C it is seen that in the
range of any type of C the i field must have type boolean. Thus, there is no lixpoint.
However, the class C is instantiable under the new model. While the k field of S is inherited by C, it does
not affect the type of C under the model proposed in this paper. Since each method has its own version of
self, the methods of a class do not affect the types of the other methods of that class (except with regards to
instance variables). Thus, the k field of S does not affect the types of the other methods during the typing
of S. The k field of S is then overridden by the k field defined in C at which point no type information from
the k field of S remains in the type of C.
5 Conclusion
We are willing to let classes have types for the purposes of inheritance even when uninstantiable.
We have presented a new model of object-oriented languages. While this model is computationally the
same as the standard model, some differences emerge are far as type-checking is concerned. By viewing the
models of object-oriented constructs as macro definitions, typing rules can be obtained for these constructs
from the typing rules for laml:lda expressions (augmented with record constructs). The typing rules that are
obtained using the model presented in this paper are more lenient than those obtained from the standard
model. This is independent of the type system being used.
The main difference in the typing rules obtained from the two models lies in the interaction of inheritance
and typing. In the standard model, the uninherited and overridden methods of a class still affect the types
of its subclasses. This means that it is possible for a method that is not present in a class to prevent that
class from being used 88 a template for creating objects. In the model presented in this paper, the only
effect that uninherited and overriddelllDet.hods can have 011 the types of subclasses is with regard to instance
variables. We felt that the types of the instance variables should be consistent in all of the methods of the
class. Giving each method its own copy of the instance variables (as was done for se1/) and then using the
"apply to" operator to demand agreement during instantiation is all that is required to modify the model to
eliminate the requirement that the types of the instance variables should be consistent in all the methods of
a class. This increases the complexity of the type of a class without much benefit in return.
Using type rules for inheritance based on the types of objects is very restrictive. A Allowing classes to
have types seems more flexible and obtaining subclasses which are are not subtypes is easy.
Although we have focused on types it is worth while to point out that in any of the models of self
implementing objected instantiation is difficult. It requires applying the fixpoint to an arbitrary expression.
Typically languages restrict the fucpoint operation to function definitions.
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